Address to Census Tracts Conversion Table

Data Sources:
Street Data layer, 2013 ADDRFEAT13, downloaded from U.S. Census Website, http://www2.census.gov/geo/tiger/TIGER2013/?eml=gd&utm_medium=email&utm_source=govdelive

2010 Census Tracts

Geoprocess:
1. ArcMap 10.2.2
2. Analysis Tools - Overlay - Spatial Join
3. Target Features: ADDRFEAT13
4. Join Features: 2010 Census Tracts
5. Join Operation: JOIN_ONE_TO_MANY
6. Match Option: WITHIN

Field Names:
STREET NAME: Street Name from 2013 Census Street Data
LFROMHN: From House Number associated with the address range on the left side of the edge
LTOHN: To House Number associated with the address range on the left side of the edge
RFROMHN: From House Number associated with the address range on the right side of the edge
RTOHN: To House Number associated with the address range on the right side of the edge
ZIPL: ZIP code associated with the left address range
ZIPR: ZIP code associated with the right address range
CENSUS TRACT: 2010 Census Tract